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The new year brought new highs to equity markets thanks to the approval in the US of a massive US$1.9 trillion fiscal
package and the ramp up of vaccinations across the globe. Longer term government bond yields rose during the quarter
amid growing optimism on the recovery as well as rising inflation expectations.
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In equity markets, economically sensitive areas led the way once again, continuing their run of performance that started
with the vaccine news last November. Energy, Financials, Consumer Discretionary and Industrials were among the top
performing sectors across markets. Similarly, with more exposure to the areas poised to benefit during a sustained
economic recovery, value stocks outperformed growth stocks. As a result, our equity portfolios all significantly
outperformed their respective indices in the first quarter.
With double-digit gains in index heavy-weights Energy and Financials, the S&P/TSX Composite Index rose 8.1%. Oil prices
rose 22% as OPEC maintained supply cuts and investors gained confidence that fuel demand would rise.
In the US, our relative outperformance versus the S&P 500 was driven by strength in our Consumer Discretionary and
Industrials holdings. Travel and leisure stocks continued their post-vaccine rally, with several of our holdings providing
double-digit returns Not owning growth-oriented consumer stocks Amazon (-6.3%) and Tesla (-6.6%) also benefitted the
US Equity Fund.
It was just over a year ago now that the pandemic began and shook markets. Thinking back to that time, while we knew
that markets would eventually recover, we would not have predicted just how quickly they would recover. After
bottoming in late March last year, equities have since climbed back above their pre-pandemic levels thanks to continued
monetary and fiscal support, positive vaccine news and an improving economic outlook. For the one year ending March
31st, the S&P 500 surged 56% in local currency, while Canadian and International equity markets have provided equally
impressive returns, up 44% and 37%, respectively.
Our North American and Emerging Markets equity funds are significantly ahead of the broad indices in the last 12 months,
as well as the relevant value indices. Outperformance has been greatest in the US Equity Fund, with around 25% value
added versus the S&P 500. Cyclical stocks, such as those in Consumer Discretionary, Energy and Industrials, have been
the winners across the equity portfolios, rebounding strongly from their lows. Staying the course, as we always do,
proved successful – remaining invested and adding to many of these names, which we expected to manage through the
downturn and perform well in the long term. For companies with share prices sitting well above pre-pandemic levels, we
have trimmed these holdings and reallocated to more attractive return opportunities at various points throughout the
year.
Meanwhile, with the sharp rise in bond yields over the first quarter, investment-grade fixed income portfolios such as
the Core Bond Fund delivered negative returns. The recent rise in government bond yields has led to some worries with
investors around inflationary risks, given the environment of expanding fiscal deficits combined with an increase in the
money supply. However, we highlight that most of the move higher in Canadian government bond yields (approximately
two-thirds) was due to an increase in real yields, reflecting an improved long term growth outlook, while the remainder
was due to higher inflation expectations. While longer term implications of massive deficit spending on inflation are
unclear, we believe that inflation will remain muted in the medium term as economic slack is absorbed.
As the rollout of COVID-19 vaccines continues and we get closer to a return to normal, it will be positive for economic
growth and corporate profits. For many of the companies we own, revenues and earnings are still gradually recovering,
so we expect earnings growth to be strong going forward. On the other hand, there are many areas of the market that
believe are overvalued – the stay-at-home stocks such as Shopify, Amazon and Netflix all saw a significant pull-forward
in demand in 2020, experiencing multi-year growth in just one year. These companies are now heading into the Q1 2021
reporting season with some tough numbers to beat, which has caused market expectations to moderate somewhat more
recently.
Our positioning now remains consistent with how we ended 2020. In our Balanced Fund, we maintain a modest
overweight to equities and during the quarter we rebalanced back to our target overweight as equities continued to
outperform. We are optimistic about the prospects for our equity funds as we own quality companies trading at
reasonable levels that we expect will deliver strong returns over the long term. Fixed income is also an important
diversifier within balanced portfolios due to it being an uncorrelated asset class to equities, and with an expected total
return greater than current long-term inflation expectations.
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Canadian Equity Fund
Investor optimism over the economic recovery continued to drive equity markets higher in the first quarter, as
vaccinations ramped up across the world and the US approved further fiscal stimulus. Oil prices rose 22% as investors
gained confidence that the recovery would boost demand, while OPEC maintained supply cuts.
Against this backdrop, the S&P/TSX Composite Index (TSX) increased 8.1%, fuelled by double-digit gains in the
economically sensitive sectors of Energy (+20.3%), Financials (+13.9%) and Consumer Discretionary (+12.5%). Nine of the
11 TSX sectors delivered positive returns in the quarter. Health Care was the top performing sector up 38.0%, driven by
gains in cannabis stocks as retail investors renewed their interest in the sector. On the other hand, Materials (-6.9%)
were dragged down by the continued decline of gold stocks, which fell 13.8% as investors were less worried about the
economic outlook. Index heavyweight Shopify was notably down 3.5% as investors expectations moderated somewhat,
leading to a 1.1% decline in the Information Technology sector.
The Canadian Equity Fund outperformed the TSX over the quarter, returning 11.0% after fees and expenses. Performance
was helped by strength in our Energy and Financials holdings. Not owning underperforming gold stocks and Shopify also
benefited the Fund, while its holdings in both Materials and Information Technology all delivered positive returns. On
the other hand, relative performance was partially offset by lack of exposure to Health Care stocks and weakness in its
Communication Services holdings.
Thanks to the impressive rebound in our holdings in more economically sensitive sectors, the Canadian Equity Fund is
well ahead of the TSX over the last 12 months (the Fund returned 52.3% after fees and expenses versus 44.2% for the
S&P/TSX Composite Index). Strong performance in Energy (Tourmaline +185.9%, Canadian Natural +114.6%), Materials
(First Quantum +233.5%) and Industrials (Mullen Group +207.0%) helped relative results. With share prices for many
companies in the Fund sitting well above pre-pandemic levels, we have trimmed these holdings and reallocated to higher
return opportunities at various points throughout the last year.
Longer term returns for the Fund look attractive as company earnings continue to recover and we return to a more
normal environment. As always, we remain disciplined and focused on our approach – investing in established
businesses, trading at attractive valuations – which we expect will deliver value for clients over the long term.

Canadian Dividend Fund
Similar to the Canadian Equity Fund, the Canadian Dividend Fund had a strong start to 2021. The Fund returned 11.2%
after fees and expenses during the first quarter compared to 9.1% for the S&P/TSX Dividend Composite Index during the
same period.
Fund performance was helped by holdings in the Energy Sector such as Tourmaline Oil and Financials such as iA Financial.
Not owning underperforming gold stocks also benefitted the Fund.

Carbon Constrained Canadian Equity Fund
The Carbon Constrained Canadian Equity Fund returned 9.8% after fees and expenses during the quarter and 47.3%
over the past 12 months after fees and expenses, outperforming the S&P/TSX 60 Fossil Fuel Free Index which returned
8.1% in the quarter and 39.1% in the year ending March 31, 2021.
Fund performance was helped by holdings in the Financials sector such as IA Financial and Manulife. Also, not holding
gold stocks and Shopify also benefitted performance.

US Equity Fund
Equity markets started 2021 with a strong quarter. S&P 500 Index performance was led by the Energy (+29.1%),
Financials (+14.4%) and Industrials (+9.8%) sectors. Following the fourth quarter of 2020, investors continued their
rotation into cyclical areas that benefit more from a sustained economic recovery. Travel and leisure stocks continued
to rally while defensive areas of the market, and some of the “stay-at-home” technology stocks underperformed.
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The US Equity returned 11.9% after fees and expenses during the quarter, significantly outperforming the S&P 500 Index
which advanced by 4.7%. Fund outperformance was mostly driven by Consumer Discretionary and Industrials holdings.
Holding fewer stocks in the Information Technology than the S&P 500 and more holdings in Financial stocks were both
positive for Fund performance.
We remain disciplined to our value process in finding significant new opportunities for the Fund. As the rollout of COVID19 vaccines leads us back to some level of normalcy, we believe that companies held in the US Equity Fund will benefit
from the ensuing economic growth. Current economic conditions, including any rising expectations for inflation and
interest rates, will benefit value stocks moving forward. Our sub-advisor Barrow Hanley has also performed extremely
well in the past when value stocks have rebounded after a prolonged growth-style led market. We expect to see the
same pattern of performance as the economy continues its recovery.

US Dividend Fund (USD)
The US Dividend Fund returned 12.5% after fees and expenses during the quarter, outperforming the S&P 500 Index
which returned 6.2% (both in US dollar terms).
Fund performance was helped by holdings in the Energy, Consumer Discretionary and Industrials sectors. We added
three new holdings and eliminated two holdings during the first quarter.

US Small/Mid Cap Equity Fund
The rally in the US small/mid-cap equity market continued into the first quarter. The US Small/Mid Cap Equity Fund had
a strong return of 13.6% after fees and expenses over the quarter, significantly outperforming the Russell 2500 Index
which rose 9.4%.
Similar to other equity markets and against the re-opening backdrop, the Russell 2500 Index’s gains were led by those
economically sensitive sectors including Energy (36.1%), Consumer Discretionary (+19.7%), Financials (+17.1%), and
Industrials (+13.5%). Health Care and Information Technology were the laggards, and finished the quarter down 1.5%
and 0.1%, respectively.
From a sector perspective, our overweight positions in some of the best performing sectors and underweight positions
in the bottom performing sectors contributed to its outperformance in the first quarter.
On the weaker side, shares of the Fund’s Health Care holding Universal Health Services (UHS) were down 4.2% on no
company specific news. UHS re-instated its dividend payment during the quarter and reported a decrease in net leverage
during the year. We believe the company is undervalued and represents one of our more compelling investments. We
added to our position during the quarter on price weakness.

International Equity Plus Fund
The International Equity Plus Fund returned 4.3% after fees and expenses during the quarter, outperforming the MSCI
EAFE Index which returned 2.1% during the same period. Fund performance was helped by its holdings in the Financials
and Energy sectors. Fund holdings in the Health Care sector were the largest detractors from performance.
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The country weightings of the International Equity Plus Fund as of March 31, 2021 were:
Cash Equivalents
4.6%
Japan
21.7%

Emerging Markets
10.1%

Pacific Ex-Japan
1.8%
Europe Ex-UK
41.4%

UK
20.4%

Emerging Markets Equity Fund
The Emerging Markets Fund advanced by 3.5% after fees and expenses during the quarter. The largest contributors to
performance in the quarter were the stocks in the Consumer Discretionary and Industrials sectors. The largest detractors
were from holdings in the Materials and Industrials sectors.

Balanced Fund
The Balanced Fund advanced by 4.5% after fees and expenses in the first quarter of 2021. The asset mix for the Fund as
of March 31, 2021 was:
Cash Equivalents
3.7%

Fixed Income
35.7%

International
Equity
11.0%

Canadian Equity
30.7%

US Equity
18.9%

Income Advantage Fund
The Income Advantage Fund returned 4.2% after fees and expenses during the quarter. The Fund’s preferred share
holdings (+12.1) and dividend paying common shares (+11.6%) were the largest contributors to performance while, the
non-investment grade fixed income holdings provided a small positive return (+0.7%). The investment grade (IG) fixed
income holdings detracted from overall performance, declining by 2.0% during the quarter due to increases in interest
rates.
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The asset mix for the Income Advantage Fund as of March 31, 2021 was:
Non- IG Fixed Cash Equivalents
Income
1.6%
7.0%

Canadian Equity
35.9%

IG Fixed Income
45.4%
Canadian
Preferred Shares
10.1%

Core Bond Fund
Fixed income portfolios delivered negative returns in the first quarter of 2021 due to the sharp rise in government bond
yields. While short-term interest rates remain anchored at close to zero by global central banks, longer-term government
bond yields have risen due to growing optimism concerning the economic recovery, alongside higher inflation
expectations.
The Core Bond Fund declined by 5.1% after fees and expenses during the quarter, slightly behind the benchmark FTSE
Canada Universe Bond Index during the quarter which declined by 5.0%.
The Bank of Canada held its target for the overnight rate at the effective lower bound of 0.25% and remains committed
to holding rates there until economic slack is absorbed so that the 2 percent inflation target is sustainably achieved,
which the Bank of Canada expects to occur in 2023. However, the strength of the economic recovery, including revised
expectations for positive economic growth in Q1, have brought forward market-based expectations for the first increase
in the policy rate in Canada to sometime during the second half of 2022. Despite short-term interest rates being anchored
near zero, government bond yields increased sharply during the quarter, with 10-year and 30-year Canadian Government
Bond yields rising by 0.85% and 0.74% respectively.
The Core Bond Fund performance was helped by actively reducing its sensitivity to interest rates. As bond yields rose,
this active position reduced the negative impact of rising bond yields on the performance of the Fund. The rise in
government bond yields has caused some alarm with fixed income investors in relation to inflationary risks, given the
environment of expanding fiscal deficits combined with an increase in the money supply. However, we highlight that:
•

approximately one-third of the rise in Canadian government bond yields was due to rising inflation expectations,
whereas two-thirds of the rise was due to an increase in real (inflation-adjusted) bond yields, which reflects
improved long-term growth expectations.

•

core inflation measures remain subdued at or below 2%, market-based measures of inflation expectations
remain well below 2%, and survey-based measures of inflation remain stable.

•

while longer term implications of massive deficit spending on inflation are unclear, we believe that inflation will
remain muted in the medium term as economic slack is absorbed.

Credit markets were relatively stable during the quarter. Short-dated corporate credit spreads were unchanged while
longer-dated corporate credit spreads tightened by 10 basis points. Meanwhile, provincial credit spreads widened
slightly.
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Looking forward, we believe fixed income will remain a critical allocation within client portfolios due to it being an
uncorrelated asset class to equities and other asset classes with equity-like characteristics. Fixed income continues to
provide an expected total return in excess of long-term inflation expectations, which can protect capital, particularly for
those who are approaching retirement or who have lower risk tolerances. Therefore, we continue to look for ways to
deliver the best possible returns to clients from fixed income through a combination of active management strategies,
including careful credit selection, sector allocation and interest rate strategies.
Our expectation is for ongoing market volatility as the economy recovers from the global pandemic. In this environment
we expect to maintain a measured approach to bond portfolio positioning, favouring high quality, liquid issuers in order
to take advantage of any market dislocations over the near term, while continuing to provide an attractive risk-adjusted
return, in excess of inflation, in the current low interest rate environment.

Corporate Advantage Fund
The Corporate Advantage Fund declined by 0.1% after fees and expenses during the quarter. The Fund’s preferred share
holdings were the largest positive contributor to performance (+12.1%), followed by non-investment grade fixed income
(+0.7%). The investment grade corporate bond holdings declined by 2.0% during the quarter.
The asset mix of the Corporate Advantage Fund as of March 31, 2021 was:

Preferred Shares
13.4%

Cash Equivalents
1.2%

Non-I.G. Fixed
Income
9.3%

I.G. Fixed Income
76.1%

High Yield Bond Fund
After a very strong end to the 2020, the high yield bond market provided modest positive returns in the first quarter of
2021 with the BB-B rated bond index gaining +0.3%, a positive result despite the sharp rise in broader government bond
yields.
The High Yield Bond Fund (C$ hedged) series returned 0.2%, while the Unhedged Series declined by 1.1%, both after fees
and expenses during the quarter. Performance was boosted by exposure to the Energy sector, with several positions
returning over 4% during the quarter as energy prices continued to recover. The Fund’s holdings of fewer shorted dated
bonds than the benchmark was the largest detractor from performance during the quarter.
Since the announcement of effective COVID-19 vaccines in November, we gradually adjusted Fund holdings by trimming
defensive names and selectively adding companies tilted towards economic recovery. With that being said, the Fund
remains positioned in a way that reflects our conservatism in managing high yield assets. We remain vigilant and focus
on companies that have balance sheet and business model resiliency.
We believe that an environment of gradual economic recovery with the support from monetary and fiscal policy is
conducive to positive high yield market returns. Monetary and fiscal support should remain for the foreseeable future
with further periods of market dislocation likely to be met with additional stimulus. Default expectations will remain low,
as long as optimism continues for the global rollout of COVID-19 vaccines.
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Multi Credit Fund
The Multi Credit Fund returned 0.4% after fees and expenses during the first quarter. Bank loans outperformed the high
yield bond market, due to their lower sensitivity to interest rates and renewed investor demand. The Fund’s exposure
to bank loans contributed to performance as did its holdings in individual Energy and Materials securities which
experienced strong performance. Vistra Operations (a power generation company) was the largest detractors from
performance during the quarter due to disruption from the Texas winter storms.

Preferred Share Fund
The Preferred Share fund had a strong quarter, returning 11.8% after fees and expenses. Fund performance was helped
by its holdings in rate reset preferred shares as well as its holdings in the Utility and Pipeline issuers. In addition, not
having much exposure to the Real Estate Sector contributed to performance.

Questions about your portfolio?
If you have questions about your Leith Wheeler portfolio, funds or services, please contact your Investment Funds
Advisor at 604-683-3391 or 1-888-292-1122.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This report may contain forward-looking statements about the Leith Wheeler Funds. Forward-looking statements include statements that predict future events, conditions or results - including strategy,
expected performance or prospects, opportunities, risks and possible future actions. Forward-looking statements are based on current expectations and projections about future events and are
inherently subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the Funds and economic factors.
Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and actual events and results could differ materially from those expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. These
statements require us to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Our predictions and other forward-looking statements may not prove to be accurate, or a number of
factors could cause actual events, results, performance, etc. to differ materially from the targets, expectations, estimates or intentions. These factors could include, among others, market and general
economic conditions, interest rates, regulation, competition and the risks set out in the Funds’ Simplified Prospectus. Do not place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. Please note the
Funds have no intention of updating any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Leith Wheeler Investment Counsel Ltd. is the manager and primary investment advisor for the Leith Wheeler Mutual Funds. Leith Wheeler Investment Funds Ltd. is the principal distributor of the Leith
Wheeler Mutual Funds. Leith Wheeler Mutual Funds are also distributed through authorized dealers. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with
mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed or covered by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation, Leith Wheeler, or any other deposit
insurer. Fund values change frequently, and past performances may not be repeated. The unit value of money market funds may not remain constant.
BOFA Merrill Lynch is licensing the BOFA Merrill Lynch indices "as is," makes no warranties regarding same, does not guarantee the suitability, quality, accuracy, timeliness, and/or completeness of the
BOFA Merrill Lynch indices or any data included in, related to, or derived therefrom, assumes no liability in connection with their use, and does not sponsor, endorse, or recommend Leith Wheeler, or
any of its products or services.
Additional information about the Leith Wheeler Funds is available in the Funds’ Annual Information Form, Fund Facts, Management Report of Fund Performance and financial statements. You can get
a copy of the Simplified Prospectus, and the other documents, at no cost by calling 1-866-292-1122, on our website at http://www.leithwheeler.com or by contacting your dealer. These documents and
other information about the Funds, such as information circulars and material contracts, are available at www.sedar.com.
How to reach us:
Leith Wheeler Investment Funds Ltd.
1500 - 400 Burrard Street
Vancouver, BC
V6C 3A6
Phone:
604.683.3391 or 1.888.292.1122
Fax:
604.683.0323
Email:
info@leithwheeler.com
Website:
Leithwheeler.com
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